NOAO
ENGINEERING CHANGE ORDER

REASON FOR MODIFICATION:

Corrections to Variation table 2 wire diode, labeling on E1-E4 for correct hookup, increase working voltage spec on C37.

DESCRIPTION OF MODIFICATION:

1. Correct labels on E1, E2, E3, E4 –
   E1 from 1V+ to 1V- net names from TEMPSNS2+ to TEMPSNS2-
   E2 from 1V- to 1V+ net names from TEMPSNS2- to TEMPSNS2+
   E3 from 2V+ to 2V- net names from TEMPSNS1+ to TEMPSNS1-
   E4 from 2V- to 2V+ net names from TEMPSNS1- to TEMPSNS1-
   Net names from – to:

2. Correct PCB Edge labeling on schematic and PCB

3. Change variation table, 2 wire diode, R43, R41, R39, R37 FROM "0" TO "OPEN"

4. Change C37 from 100V to 200V rating and C36 from 50V to 200V rating

This section to be completed by reviewing authority
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